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 Released on November 19, 2008, Beyond the Sword features a brand new civilization, the Romans, as well as eight new wonders and unique government types. The expansion also includes additional downloadable content (DLC), including an additional conquest victory condition, several "city-building" tasks and new leader traits. Sid Meier's Civilization V, released in 2009, includes a "Civ 4" option
that unlocks all of the improvements and structures of the Civilization IV game world, and incorporates nearly all of the features and mechanics of the Civilization V game, as well as the new Persian civilization in the expansion pack, Persian (2010). Additionally, all of the Civilizations available in Civ IV have a counterpart in the expansion packs, with the exception of the Norse civilization and the

new Persian civilization. Cooperative multiplayer Beyond the Sword includes 4-player cooperative multiplayer. The game features two modes of multiplayer; in the "Strategic" mode, players can play as individual countries or can play as the Roman Republic or as any of the four other civilizations included in the expansion. In the "Combat" mode, four of the included civilizations participate in a battle
in which a certain set of parameters are defined. In the included pre-battle scenario, players must choose which civilization they will lead in battle. See also List of Civilization (video game series) expansion packs References Category:2008 video games Category:Dawn of Man Category:Diplomacy (video game series) Category:Gulf War video games Category:Mac OS games Category:MacOS games

Category:Sid Meier video games Category:Video game expansion packs Category:Video games developed in the United States Category:Video games with expansion packs Category:Windows games Category:Xbox 360 games Category:Video games with isometric graphics Category:Futurama video games Category:Video games set in the United States Category:Video games set in Italy
Category:Video games set in Egypt Category:Video games set in India Category:Video games set in Japan Category:Video games set in Mesoamerica Category:Video games set in Mongolia Category:Video games set in the Middle East Category:Video games set in the 12th centuryInhalation of isoproterenol promotes experimental idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis in rats. We evaluated the effects of

repeated inhalation of isoproterenol (ISO) on 520fdb1ae7
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